L.N. 99 of 2008

MERCHANT SHIPPING (PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF POLLUTION) (CHARGES FOR DISCHARGE OF POLLUTING WASTE) (AMENDMENT) REGULATION 2008

(Made by the Secretary for Financial Services and the Treasury under section 29A of the Interpretation and General Clauses Ordinance (Cap. 1) by virtue of section 3(2A) of the Merchant Shipping (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Ordinance (Cap. 413))

1. Commencement

This Regulation shall come into operation on 1 July 2008.

2. Schedule 2 amended

Schedule 2 to the Merchant Shipping (Prevention and Control of Pollution) (Charges for Discharge of Polluting Waste) Regulation (Cap. 413 sub. leg. I) is amended—

(a) in item 1—

(i) by repealing “550” and substituting “675”;
(ii) by repealing “1,890” and substituting “2,540”;

(b) in item 2—

(i) by repealing “605” and substituting “840”;
(ii) by repealing “6,860” and substituting “9,230”;
(iii) by repealing “960” and substituting “1,320”.

K. C. CHAN
Secretary for Financial Services
and the Treasury

18 April 2008
Explanatory Note

This Regulation increases the following charges payable to the Director of Marine for the use of reception facilities provided by the Chemical Waste Treatment Centre for the purpose of discharging polluting waste from a sea-going ship—

(a) collection charge—
   (i) for all types of polluting waste other than sludge (section 2(a)(i)); and
   (ii) for sludge (section 2(a)(ii)); and

(b) disposal charge for the following types of polluting waste—
   (i) liquid oil waste or any other mixtures which contain oil (section 2(b)(i));
   (ii) sludge (section 2(b)(ii)); and
   (iii) noxious liquid substance or any other mixtures which contain residue of any noxious liquid substance (section 2(b)(iii)).